Tuesday, September 14th, 2021
06:30 PM- 07:30 PM
Parent Circle Time
“Creativity and Inclusion”

Creativity is the ability to transcend traditional ideas and create meaningful new ideas and interpretations. Creativity presents when we are developing alternatives. It is the power of visualization and imagination and also the ability to solve a problem through the process of thinking.

In this session, parents will be able to access to some tools and strategies on how creativity and inclusion can enhance their child's development.

Register Here: https://circle-time-for-parents.eventbrite.com

https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZYscuysqD0jHdaWtesFRzxgANYzI15fNdZX

Jamirah Heyward 973-259-8106 (English) jheryward@spanadvocacy.org
Yvonne Robles 609-963-8294 (Spanish) yrobles@spanadvocacy.org